Enhancements included in latest release of P-POD April 2016

Ethnicity Fields – are now only applicable to New Entrant Pupils for 2016/17. These fields were mandatory for existing pupils in that last release so if a school wished to make an amendment to an existing pupil’s record e.g. address, they were forced to complete these fields. This is now rescinded.

New Rule in the rules report will check for pupils in with more than 11 subjects at Junior Certificate level and less than 6 subjects at Leaving Certificate/LCVP. This warning was requested by State Examinations Commission.

Further new rule included to prevent JC/JCSP year 3 pupils taking English at Foundation level.

Invalid Subject Combinations check in the rules report which was included in the last release at the request of the State Examinations Commission is being expanded to include JCSP/RLC and RLCVP.